A Captivating Debate in the UN Security Council
A certain captivating debate has taken the Security’s Council whole attention and effort. This
debate is about a local task force being implemented and developed in Africa. This endearing proposal
has become a huge point of interest for the highly educated delegates. Many points have been brought up
in favour of and against this topic.
Most apparent is the unprecedented appraise and approval for a task force, allowing great
stability, and heightened security in Africa. The taskforce will combat terrorist threats, and build
infrastructure within the country.
Although now the question the delegates are exploring is implementing a local or international
task force. Both options include their own set of interesting benefits.
A local task force, heavily enforced by the UK, US, and China, brings an increased economy and
provides certain assurance that the locals “know their home the best”. Provided also, that the local task
force could easily build local infrastructure. The UK’s concern is that foreign aid would be impractical to
implement in a local community due to the lack of local knowledge and therefore there’s a potential to
miss certain spots for terrorists to attack. Delegates echoed their shared support for local aid in a task
force instead of foreign aid.
Later on, a highly interesting perspective was raised by the delegation of China as they voiced the
huge threat of local bribery and corruption within communities. They proposed a blend of local and
foreign aid to combat the potentially disastrous threat of corruption. Many delegates noticed the benefits
of this proposal and voiced their agreement.
This ultimately riveting debate elapsed, bringing the end of the Committee Session two. Many
motions were put forward for a moderated caucus on the tasks of the taskforce, displaying delegates’
eagerness on this topic and the resolved solution of implementing some form of a task force in Africa.
In the upcoming committee meetings, delegates will be conclusively working towards building a
resolution for this potential task force. All eyes will be on the resolution slowly forming in the UN
Security Council to combat unstable peace and security in Africa.

